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Possible garden tasks for March: Buy seeds or get them at the seed fair (see below).  Buy potato and onion 

starts at local stores for planting in early April.  Plan your garden!  See 

http://www.eagleheightsgardens.org/index.shtml for previous Garden Plot columns and a manual covering all of 

these topics. 

 

News from the Eagle Heights Garden Committee:  As you read this, we hope to be done with the process of 

hiring new garden workers for the 2009 season.  We also hope to have figured out how to better meet our needs 

for toilets in the gardens (we paid too much for portable toilets in 2008).  If you want FREE SEEDS, come to 

the upcoming SEED FAIR, to be held in the Eagle Heights Community Center from 9 am to 11 am on Saturday, 

March 7.  Come to the Community Center at 6 pm on Friday, March 6 to eat pizza and help prepare for the fair!   

 

This month I’d like to tell you a bit about a group of related plants that gardeners often call either “cole” crops 

(from the German kohl, which is from the Latin caulis, or stem) or “brassicas” (the Latin word for cabbage).  

The most familiar members of this group are cabbage, broccoli, cauliflower, Brussels sprouts, kohlrabi, collard 

greens, and kale.   

 

Even though these plants look very different, they are all in a sense the same plant, a species still found in the 

wild that is sometimes called “sea cabbage” (scientists call it Brassica oleracea).  If you’re wondering how they 

can all be the same plant, you have to understand that this species is quite variable.  While all wild cabbages 

make large leaves, a relatively large main bud at the top of the plant from which flowers emerge, and smaller 

side buds along the stem of the plant, the exact number, size, and arrangement of the leaves, buds, and flowers 

they produce is quite different in every plant you find. 

 

More than 2,500 years ago, gardeners and farmers around the Mediterranean had already encouraged this 

natural variation and created genetically separate populations in which different parts of the plant were 

exaggerated in size.  In kale and collard greens, the plants that look the most like their wild ancestor, these early 

plant breeders selected for more and larger (but flat) leaves.  In cabbage, they selected for leaves tightly packed 

in a ball.  In kohlrabi, a plant with a fat, dense stem.  In Brussels sprouts, many medium-sized, cabbage-like 

buds along the stem.  In broccoli, huge numbers of flowers (if you didn’t know, that’s what the tightly packed 

little green things are in a broccoli head – unopened flowers!).  Cauliflower is just broccoli that’s been selected 

to have very pale flowers.       

 

All of these plants are very nutritious.  Kale in particular contains large quantities of vitamins and minerals.  All 

can be eaten safely either raw or cooked.  If you don’t know how to prepare them, the internet is a great place to 

go (http://allrecipes.com/, one of my favorite sites, has 30 recipes for kale alone).   

 

Because they’re so closely related, all cole crops can also be grown almost identically in the garden.  I myself 

plant them in my Eagle Heights garden in two different ways: transplanting (planting small plants) and seeding.   

 

Transplanting cole crops is pretty easy.  To get harvestable cabbages or broccoli by midsummer, I buy a few 

young plants at a local garden store or farmers’ market in late March or early April and plant them about 30-60 

cm (12-24 in) apart, putting a small handful of organic fertilizer in the soil around the base of each plant (if you 

want small cabbages or heads of broccoli, use the closer spacing).  Brussels sprouts grow slowly, so I do the 

same with them.   

 

Seeding is also not hard.  Buy seeds or get them at the seed fair and plant them very densely in a very small 

(0.25 square meters/2.5 square feet) seed bed.  You can plant the seeds only 1 cm (less than half an inch) apart, 

and when the plants are about 20 cm (8 in) tall, you can pull them gently out of the soil and plant them at a 



wider spacing as described above.  If you water them well, they will survive.  All cole crops can tolerate 

extreme cold and even mild frost, so planting them in cold weather as either plants or seeds is fine. 

 

If you plant small cole plants, you may find that their leaves are quickly covered by small white spots or holes, 

which represent feeding by tiny black jumping insects called flea beetles.  If this happens, you can cover the 

plants loosely with white, soft material called floating row cover (available at the upcoming seed fair and at 

local garden stores).  If you keep the edges of the row cover well anchored with soil and leave it on until the 

plants are about 30 cm (1 ft) tall, they will be strong enough to resist the flea beetles and you can remove the 

cover.  You’ll definitely want to use row cover if you plant a seed bed, removing it only when you are going to 

pull the plants out for transplanting.   

 

For additional basic information on growing brassicas in the garden (including harvesting, which I have not 

covered here), see http://urbanext.illinois.edu/veggies/directory.html.  For much more detailed information with 

a focus on organic production, see http://attra.ncat.org/attra-pub/cole.html. 

 

Next month: the story of lettuce. 


